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Comics for gay men have become enormously popular within the past couple of years. Now
readers can find everything from the witty and humorous (Ralf Konig)to strong and hung
(Patrick Fillion), from cheeky youngsters (Tom Bouden) to adorable twinks who are deeply in
love (Mioki). Markus Pfalzgraf is a real aficionado of the colourful genre. With Stripped he has
compiled a stunning collection. The book includes an overview for beginners, and also
contains some delightful treasures for those who think they've seen it all.
Ian Rankin is considered by many to be Scotland's greatest living crime fiction author. Most
well known for his Inspector Rebus series--which has earned critical acclaim as well as scores
of fans worldwide--Rankin is a prolific author whose other works include spy thrillers,
nonfiction books and articles, short stories, novels, graphic novels, audio recordings,
television/film, and plays. This companion--the first to provide a complete look at all of his
writings--includes alphabetized entries on Rankin's works, characters, and themes; a
biography; a chronology; maps of Rebus' Edinburgh; and an annotated bibliography. A
champion of both Edinburgh and Scotland, Rankin continues to combine engaging
entertainment with socio-political commentary showing Edinburgh as a microcosm of
Scotland, and Scotland as a microcosm of the world. His writing investigates questions of
Scottish identity, British history, masculinity, and contemporary culture while providing
mystery readers with complex, suspenseful plots, realistic character development, and a
unique mix of American hard-boiled and procedural styles with Scottish dialects and
sensibilities.
The latest action-packed adventure from our indomitable Gauls, Asterix and the Griffin, is out
now! When Asterix and Obelix rescue a mysterious Pict named MacAroon, they must journey to
Caledonia, now Scotland, to return him to his lady love, Camomilla, the adopted daughter of
the old king. However, the treacherous chieftain, MacCabeus, plans to marry her and claim the
throne - with the help of the Romans! What with caber-tossing, bagpipes, malted water and an
enormous otter in the loch, can the Gauls reunite MacAroon and Camomilla and enjoy some
Roman-bashing along the way?
The debut volume in an ongoing series of historical adventures focusing on the various
branches of the fictional Crogan Family Tree. In CROGAN'S VENGEANCE, "Catfoot" Crogan is
an able-bodied mariner plying his trade for a dastardly "legitimate" captain with a grudge
against Crogan for a slight committed well before he was born. But when his ship is taken by
pirates, will Crogan stay loyal to his law-abiding, if despicable, captain or will he find a new life
on the high seas living by the "Pirate's Code"?
Asterix and The Actress
Into the Wind
Stripped
Operation Getafix
Crogan's Vengeance
Daniel X: The Manga Vol. 2
Vintage Asterx! 14 new stories including tales of: The day Asterix and Obelix were born (in the middle of a village fish fight); How Obelix goes back to
school; Fashion in Ancient Gaul; How Dogamatirx helps the village cockerel win a duel; And how he is adopted as a Roman mascot; Asterix as you've
never seen him before; Obelix's adventures under the mistletoe; The bid for the very first Gaulish Olympics; The birth of an idea - the story of the
creation of Asterix; And much, much more.
In this special collectors' edition, books 22 to 24 are brought together in one fabulous volume. In ASTERIX AND THE GREAT CROSSING, a storm
blows Asterix and Obelix off course. Luckily they land on the shores of a Roman colony - or is it? Teepees, totems, gobbling birds: it's not what they're
used to. Julius Caesar sends Caius Preposterus, graduate of the Latin School of Economics, to corrupt the indomitable Gauls in OBELIX AND CO.
Obelix's menhir trade is soon thriving - but does wealth bring happiness? In ASTERIX IN BELGIUM, the Gauls compete with the Belgian tribes to
determine who is the bravest. But if the two groups unite, will Caesar meet his Waterloo? There is no better way to enjoy the antics of our indomitable
hero and his friends.
Cette édition en grand format (26 x 36,5 cm) du nouvel album Astérix chez les Pictes, qui conduit les plus célèbres Gaulois sur les terres mythiques de
l'ancienne Ecosse, comprend 128 pages, avec dos carré toilé (toile en rouge Astérix !), tranchefile (en bleu Obélix !) Deux types de papier différents
sont utilisés pour réserver le plus bel écrin à une grande variété de créations graphiques. Au programme : l'album en couleur, l'intégrale des crayonnés
originaux, et un dossier de 33 pages permettant de découvrir les coulisses de la création du nouvel album avec de nombreux dessins et documents de
travail inédits signés Albert Uderzo, Jean-Yves Ferri et Didier Conrad.
Wee Moose in the Hoose is a Scots book of numbers that will give endless amusement to bairns and adults alike. Matthew Fitt and James Robertson's
rhyming couplets not only take you from 1 to 20 but also introduce you to native creatures by their traditional Scots names. Everybody kens what a coo
is, but what about a hurtcheon or a hairy oobit? The rhymes are complemented by award-winning artist Karen Sutherland's warm and funny
illustrations and this new edition is perfect for both the tourist gift market and the trade.
Stories from Duckburg
Asterix The Gaul
Bone: The Great Cow Race [pbk]
The twelve tasks of Asterix
Asterix and The Vikings
Album 31
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Welcome to the offices of Spirou Magazine. Everyone here is hard at work to keep the magazine ticking, from reporters to
secretaries, including editor Fantasio and even, occasionally, Spirou himself. Everyone? Well, not quite... There's that
office boy, Gomer. No one's entirely sure what his job description is, or how he got hired. One thing is certain, though:
he's a walking disaster zone! From work-shirking scheme to disastrous invention, enter the hilarious world of the most
famous layabout of all!
Twelve brightly coloured spreads, providing hours of fun and frustration for all ages. 7 yrs+
"Since he crash-landed to Earth in a rocket, Monkey has been causing absolute mayhem! Bunny and the gang (Squirrel,
Pig [the Pig], Action Beaver, and Skunky the Inventor) have almost had enough. In this rollicking comic extravaganza, the
pint-sized friends must tackle a helliphant, rocket-powered hot air balloons, and the most mind-boggling creatures of
all... hew-mans..."--Publisher.
With Music: The Art of Listening, students practice engaging with music critically, and with an appreciative ear.
Presenting music within a broadened cultural and historical context, The Art of Listening encourages students to draw
on the relationships between: music and the other arts; musical characteristics of different periods; as well as Western
music and various non-Western musics and concepts. Learning to appreciate music is a skill. Together with McGrawHill's Connect Music, The Art of Listening helps students develop that skill by encouraging them to be active and
thoughtful participants in their own listening experience. Whether listening through headphones or at a live performance,
The Art of Listening will develop students' ability to hone the skills required to listen to, reflect upon, and write about
music.
Find Asterix
Album 13
Iznogoud - The Caliph’s Vacation
Album 27
Where's Dogmatix?

Reluctantly working at her father's tavern which is frequented by loutish sailors, early 1800s teen
Rosie finds herself without a family or livelihood after a brawl ends her father's life and she is
taken in by young sea captain Raider Lyons.
It's a disaster - the druid Getafix has broken his golden sickle. Asterix and Obelix go to Lutetia (now
Paris) to buy him a new one. Soon they are tangling with the criminal underworld of the big city - can
they outwit Navishtrix, Clovogarlix and the sickle-trafficking gang? Will Getafix ever be able to brew
magic potion again?
The last thirty years have witnessed one of the most fertile periods in the history of children's
books: the flowering of imaginative illustration and writing, the Harry Potter phenomenon, the rise of
young adult and crossover fiction, and books that tackle extraordinarily difficult subjects. The Oxford
Companion to Children's Literature provides an indispensable and fascinating reference guide to the
world of children's literature. Its 3,500 entries cover every genre from fairy tales to chapbooks;
school stories to science fiction; comics to children's hymns. Originally published in 1983, the
Companion has been comprehensively revised and updated by Daniel Hahn. Over 900 new entries bring the
book right up to date. A whole generation of new authors and illustrators are showcased, with books
like Dogger, The Hunger Games, and Twilight making their first appearance. There are articles on
developments such as manga, fan fiction, and non-print publishing, and there is additional information
on prizes and prizewinners. This accessible A to Z is the first place to look for information about the
authors, illustrators, printers, publishers, educationalists, and others who have influenced the
development of children's literature, as well as the stories and characters at their centre. Written
both to entertain and to instruct, the highly acclaimed Oxford Companion to Children's Literature is a
reference work that no one interested in the world of children's books should be without.
When Adrenalin, the rebellious daughter of the great Gaulish chieftain Vercingétorix, arrives at their
village, Asterix and Obelix are tasked with protecting her from the Romans chasing her. This is easier
said than done though, as Adrenalin is desperate to escape! Follow our favourite heroes as they try and
reach Adrenalin before the Romans do. With trademark jokes and chaotic fight scenes, the latest
instalment in this best-selling series is sure to entertain new and old fans alike.
Lustiges Taschenbuch English Edition 02
Asterix and The Picts
Ian Rankin
The Book of the Film
The Complete Guide to Asterix
Album 3

Lucius, Smiley and Phoney are attacked by rat creatures in the forrest, barely making it to Lucius' tavern. At the farm, Fone
Bone and Thorn are having strange dreams and Gran'ma Ben suddenly begins revealing long-kept secrets and new
dangers.
Who can have dumped a baby boy in a basket outside Asterix's hut? Child-care is something new to Asterix and Obelix,
not to mention Crismus Cactus, Prefect of Gaul, masquerading as a Gaulish nursemaid. Why are the Romans after the
baby - and just what plot is the treacherous Brutus hatching against Julius Caesar? Find out the answers inside.
With supreme abilities, like being able to shape-shift and move objects with his mind, Daniel is strong enough to take on
anything in the world. It's the things from beyond this planet that are the real problem. Daniel possesses a coverted List that belonged to his father, before he was brutally murdered - targeting intergalactic criminals preying on the human race.
Now, Daniel vows to take on his father's dangerous mission as the Alien Hunter. In the first book of the series, Daniel must
conquer the deadly Ergent Seth. The fate of the world rests on Daniel X, and he will have his revenge, whatever the cost.
The latest action-packed adventure from our indomitable Gauls, Asterix and the Griffin, is out now! The year is 50BC, and
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all Gaul is occupied. Only one small village of indomitable Gauls still holds out against the invaders. But how much longer
can Asterix, Obelix and their friends resist the mighty Roman legions of Julius Caesar? Anything is possible, with a little
cunning plus the druid Getafix's magic potions! Their effects can be truly hair-raising...
Asterix and The Goths
Asterix Versus Caesar
Asterix and Son
Asterix and the Pechts
An Introduction to Discourse Analysis and Translation Studies
Album 29
When the chief's niece, Panacea, is captured by the Romans with her fiance, Tragicomix, the Gaulish warriors Asterix and Obelix
join the Roman legion in order to find them
Asterix and the PechtsBlack & White Pub Limited
Asterix and Obelix escort Getafix to the druids' annual conference in the Forest of the Carnutes. Little do they know that the
Goths are lying in ambush, ready to kidnap the Druid of the Year - who of course is Getafix! But what with Gauls, Goths and
Romans all at odds, it's hard to tell friend from foe... until Goths begin fighting Goths in the Asterixian Wars.
Legend has it that in Baghdad the magnificent, a great and particularly dark-minded vizier, who answers to the name of
Iznogoud, works on his ambition to steal the throne of Caliph Haroun al Plassid. Thus his favourite saying: I want to be caliph
instead of the caliph! Iznogoud, seconded by his faithful servant Wa at Alahf, goes on vacation with the caliph...in the desert!
Of course, his goal is to get rid of him by any means necessary...
Asterix and The Cauldron
Mind the Goof!
Wee Moose in the Hoose
Album 1
Asterix and the Class Act
Venezia

As everyone knows, Asterix lives in an ancient French village and he and his fellow inhabitants are the last to resist the Roman occupation
thanks to the superhuman strength they get from a magic potion brewed by their druid. Now Asterix and his friend Obelix set out on an
epic journey to a land rich in tradition and find that the Scottish tribes have troubles of their own. Can Asterix help, and how will this
eagerly awaited story unfold?
Financial skulduggery in ancient Gaul! When local Chielf Whosemoralsarelastix wants a cauldron full of money kept out of Roman hands,
the cash disappears while Asterix is guarding it. He and Obelix must earn enough to repay it through fairground gladiatorial contests,
trendy theatrical performances, even bank robbery - they'll try anything. But whose morals are really eleastic? And how do the pirates, just
for once, get an unexpected bonus.
The Gauls have only one fear: that the sky may fall on their heads tomorrow. But tomorrow never comes, says Chief Vitalstatistix. Or does
it? It looks as if it's come at last for Asterix, Obelix and the other villagers. And some surprising new characters fall along with the sky. Our
friends soon find themselves in the middle of a space race...
A woman bard in Ancient Gaul? A shocking idea, but that's what the Gauls get when the mothers in Asterix's village hire Bravura to teach
their children. Although she, Asterix and Obelix are unlikely allies, between them they fight back against Julius Caesar's secret weapon.
What can that weapon be? And how can even Cacofonix help?
Album 2
Asterix and The Golden Sickle
Album 35
Asterix Conquers America
The Oxford Companion to Children's Literature
Asterix the Gaul
When Getafix the druid looses his memory after a run-in with Roman legionaries, Asterix and Obelix must find a way to
help him remember before a soothsayer takes over the village
Tired of interpreting for his deaf family and resentful of their reliance on him, high school senior Theo finds support and
understanding from Ivy, a new student who also has a deaf parent. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults.
Long, long ago the land which we now call France was called Gaul. Gaul was much larger than France is to-day,
although north, south, and west France has the same boundaries now as Gaul had in the far-off days of which I am going
to tell you. What these boundaries are, many a geography lesson will have shown. But, lest you have forgotten, take a
map of Europe, and you will see that on the north France has to protect her the English Channel, on the south she is
guarded by the Mediterranean and the Pyrenees, while on her west roll the waters of the Atlantic. These mountains and
waters were also the bulwarks of ancient Gaul.
A fabulous sequel to WHERE'S ASTERIX? featuring the loveable Dogmatix and his friends in a variety of fun, actionpacked scenes. Younger readers and fans of WHERE'S WALLY? will be absorbed for hours as they search for Dogmatix
amidst the hustle and bustle.
Music: The Art of Listening Loose Leaf
Album 33
Eyes of the storm. 3
Part One
Asterix and The Falling Sky
The Human Invasion
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Asterix and Obelix are celebrating their joint birthday party back in the Gaulish village - and some surprise guests have
been invited! Meanwhile, Julius Caesar has to deal with his old enemy Pompey, who is looking for supporters among the
legions stationed in Gaul. And just what what part do two old friends play in the story - Tremensdelirius, from ASTERIX
AND CAESAR'S GIFT, and the lovely Panacea, first encountered in ASTERIX AND THE LEGIONARY? After many exciting
adventures, all is finally revealed...
After their first explosive encounter, Giuseppe and Sophia hate one another with a passion. As fate would have it, both
have a secret identity permitting them to conduct investigations incognito. Once his false mustache and wig are removed,
Giuseppe becomes "the Eagle." And when her tights and black hood are donned, Sophia transforms into "the Black
Scorpion." The Eagle and the Scorpion feel an irresistible attraction for one another... but will they share their first kiss
and track down the mysterious "Codex Bellum" before Giuseppe and Sophia tear each other into beautiful little pieces?
When the Vikings kidnap Justforkix, the timid but very trendy son of one of Chief Vitalstatistix' closest and most powerful
friends, believing he has the key to the secret of the magic potion, Asterix and Obelix are sent on one of their most
dangerous missions. For they must voyage north to the Vikings' home territory and rescue Justforkix, before the Vikings
find out he is not who they think he is, and make him pay the price. Meanwhile, the fact that the Vikings' chief's daughter,
Abba, has fallen for Justforkix only makes matters more complicated...
Asterix and the Chieftain's Daughter
Asterix Omnibus 8
Of Sound Mind
Asterix and The Secret Weapon
The Story of Gay Comics
Asterix chez les Pictes
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